We would like to thank and honor the individuals listed below who have had active, continuous memberships with the National Environmental Health Association for 25 years or longer. We sincerely appreciate their commitment to our association and the environmental health profession.

“Retrospectively, NEHA provided a path toward a profession-based Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Through training, education, credentialing, community, and service, NEHA enabled and accelerated a personally and professionally rewarding career in environmental health. I am indebted.”
– Brian Collins, MS, REHS, DAAS
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NEHA has provided me with great professional development by offering excellent training, a top-notch website, and a professional journal. These benefits and the great service I receive from the staff have made my NEHA membership a great value. I am grateful to be part of such an excellent organization.

— Frank A. Brown, MBA, RS, REHS
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“I remember my first NEHA annual conference as a young sanitarian in the late 90s in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and being amazed by the ‘veterans’ of the profession and all of their experience. NEHA conferences and journals have given me a national perspective that is invaluable. NEHA inspired me to get involved and I served several roles on the executive board of the Michigan Environmental Health Association. I am grateful to my early mentors who encouraged me to become a NEHA member ‘way back when’ and I embrace being called a veteran of this profession.”

– Carolyn Hobbs Kreiger, REHS/RS
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“Being a NEHA member connected me with the top environmental health leaders in the country. These environmental health giants became my mentors and friends.”
– Bob Custard, RS, CP-FS

“My membership in NEHA was a positive influence in my environmental health career. Seeking leadership opportunities within my state affiliate and then NEHA was a growth experience for me. The time I spent on the NEHA Board of Directors and then as NEHA president in 2010–2011 was the capstone of my environmental health career. I encourage other younger members who are either well into their environmental health career or just beginning one to also seek out leadership opportunities in which to grow their career.”
– Keith L. Krinn, MA, RS, DAAS, CPHA